Experimentation for Modular Robot Simulation by Python Coding to Establish Multiple Configurations
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Abstract—Most of the Modular Self-reconfigurable (MSR) robots are being developed in order to have the capability of achieving different locomotion gaits. It is an approach of robotic system which involving a group of identical robotic modules that are connecting together and are able to perform specific tasks. In this study, a 3D-printed MSR robot named Dtto–Explorer Modular Robot was used to investigate the achievable propagation that can be made based on three of Dtto robot modules. As Dtto robot is developed based on Modular Transformer (M–TRAN), Dtto robot has the number of Degree of Freedom (DOF) same as M–TRAN which is 2 DOF. Hence, this study is done with the intentions to know the variation of configuration that can be made by multiple module robots which have only 2 DOF. The robot propagation was simulated in Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform (V–REP) software. The result of the simulation shows that the Dtto MSR robot can propagate multiple configurations after all the robot modules being connected to each other by different attachment orientation of the Dtto robot and it is suitable for the purpose of further research on MSR robot architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Dtto modular robot is developed based on M–TRAN robot which was first developed by Murata et al. [1]. The module consists of two semi-cylindrical parts that can be rotated about its axis and with a link. It possess 2 DOF [2], which resemble M–TRAN robot module ability. However, the Dtto modular robot is being designed so that each module can be minimized as much as possible to have a large free space in half of the robot. It is purposely done so that it can be used by users to set up their preferred sensor such as Infrared (IR) sensor or install more actuators. It is 3D printable and at low cost to be builds. This study is done by using Dtto robot, design by Alberto [2] because the result from this study will be used as a references to our next research purpose as this robot can be redesigned as it is an open-source robot and it is fabricated by using only 3D printer.

As it is being designed based on M–TRAN modular robot, a review summation of Dtto and M–TRAN modular robot comparison has been performed and can be seen as in Table I.

The comparison between the robots is based on several characteristics which are CPU, Communication, Battery, Sensor-applied and Robot Connection Mechanism. M–TRAN robot is a Hybrid type MSR robot which is in the form of Chain and Lattice, same goes with Dtto robot. Hence, we believe that Dtto robot is able to propagate multiple configurations. However, with only 2 DOF, it might not have many movements ability to propagate multiple configurations. It is believe that the collective behavior of modular robot could establish more movements or propagate multiple configurations of different locomotion gaits [5], even though the movement is limited for one robot module.

Basically, most of the MSR robots that have been developed are able to propagate snake-like motion, which is minimal possible configuration for modular robot to have locomotion ability. It is known as Serpentinoid curve or Sinusoidal curve which was discovered in 1976 by Hirose for application of biomechanics of snake to robot construction [6][7], so the robot can propelled forward by sending Sine and Cosine value. Basically, its implementation for the locomotion mechanism for snake-motion propagation can be referred from research study done by Gómez [8], The mechanism theory will be discussed in Section 2 of this paper. Besides that, other possible propagation for the Dtto modular robot were also established as this study is done to ensure the Dtto robot with 2 DOF is able to propagate multiple configurations with multiple robot modules. Besides snake-like motion, the other configurations being propagate are Cube-shaped, U-shaped, Cuboid-shaped and Chain-shaped. This study has been done by establishing simulation in V–REP software, controlled by Python coding.

In the sections to follow, we discuss the theoretical concepts of Snake-like locomotion where it is being implemented for establish multiple configuration of the Dtto modular robot. Then we discussed the methodology approach for conducting this experimentation in Section III. The simulation results are illustrated and discussed in the Section IV and this paper is concluded in Section V.
TABLE I. SUMMARY OF COMPARISONS FOR DTTO AND M-TRAN MODULAR ROBOT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Comparisons Summarization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M-TRAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>BasicStamp II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Asynchronous serial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>DC 12V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Applied</td>
<td>Acceleration sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot Connection Mechanism</td>
<td>SMA (shape memory alloy) coil and magnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. THEORETICAL FOR SNAKE-LIKE LOCOMOTION CONCEPTS

The theoretical concept for the robot to have Snake-like Locomotion needs to be unraveled so we can understand how the motion works. The angle of curvature that varies in sinusoidal with the distance along the curve [9] is based on the equation of curvature where it define the Serpentinoid curve or Sinusoidal curve. Equation (1) is the equation of curvature mentioned where $k$ is the number of undulations, $l$ is the length of the curve, $s$ is the distance along the curve, and $\alpha$ is the value of angle that forms the tangent to the curve when $s = 0$ which determine the shape of the curve.

$$K(s) = -\frac{2nk}{l} \alpha \sin\left(\frac{2nk}{l} s\right)$$

(1)

The curvature definition can be defined by the rate of change of the vector unit tangent to the curve when it is provided with the Cartesian coordinates $(x, y)$ of the points located in the Serpentinoid curve which depends on the temporal variable, $t$ as in Equation (2) and (3).

$$x(s, t) = \int_0^s \cos \left(\alpha \cos \left(t + \frac{2nk}{l} s\right)\right) ds$$

(2)

$$y(s, t) = \int_0^s \sin \left(\alpha \cos \left(t + \frac{2nk}{l} s\right)\right) ds$$

(3)

However, according to Rodríguez [8] and Gómez [9], the mentioned equations, where it is proposed by Hirose, does not have analytical solution. Hence, it opened up various possibilities for establishing this configuration by coordinated the joints of the robot so that the serpentinoids wave can be reproduces. Hence, one of the alternative that we adopted in our study is by calculating the angles which will being applied to the robot’s joints to reach the desired position. So, the reference of the robot movement will be based on joints target position according to a sinusoidal function.

Based on the simplified Serpenoid curve [10], the snake robot gaits generation way, arc length is defined as the curvature of the $s$, where $b$ is constant:

$$p(s) = -ab \sin(bs)$$

(4)

Hence, for the generation of winding or oscillates movement gait, the relative angle of each joint has to be determined which will create a static configuration. However, for locomotion propagation for the robot to move, the $s$ value has to be changed with respect to time sequentially. Hence, the corner of dynamic circumstances in the modular snake-like robot joint where $\varphi$ is angle of rotation is as Equation (5) [7]:

$$\varphi_i(t) = A \sin(\omega t + (i - 1)\beta)$$

(5)

Hence, the Equation (5) is applied in our study for establishing this configuration where $i = 0,1,2,3 \ldots$, is the number of modular robots series. The modular robot oscillates according to a sinusoidal function and its parameters such as amplitude, speed and phase shift is being determined at first.

III. METHODOLOGY

The robot control is established by interfacing with Python as we want to provide external control to the Dtto robot in simulation environment for each configuration. This communication is maintained via a while loop and the configuration of the robot changed based on the input, where the robot configuration is predetermined which one of the configurations and is based on the snake-like motion equation [6][7][11], so the robot can propelled and create motion for the robot to move in space. The following flowchart (Fig. 1) is the establishment of Python to V-REP communication so that the robots propagate multiple configurations. V-REP is integrated simulation environment where each object can be controlled individually by remote Application Program Interface (API) client.

Three following files are needed for using remote API functionality in Python script which are vrep.py, vrepConst.py and remoteApi.dll. Those files have to be in the same directory with Python script project. It is because those elements directory is need to be known by Python. The three mentioned files can be located in V-REP installation directory.
For this research work, all the virtual Dtto modular robots will be controlled based on number of joints. Hence, as the robot has multiple of joints which is 2, by using the same name, the robot joint will be accessed based on the number. The Python list is created to access the elements of the list. As in this study, the number of module robot is 3 (which mean 3 elements in the list), the list will be accessed by indexing starting from 0 to 2 as in Fig. 2.

As the code is running, the while-loop code will start as the user enter the letter “Y” by the keyboard which indicate that the user want to proceed with the simulation. As the code running, user will need to enter the number ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, and ‘5’ that indicate the configuration being simulated. The robot movement code in the while loop will keep running and the robot configuration can be changed from time to time based on the user input. In this methodology, Dtto MSR robot model is used and imported into V-REP. Besides that, time steps of V-REP simulation is specified for a small value which is 0.001. The increment of simulation time will be based on each of the simulation time step for each time the simulation is executed.

Four pre-determined configurations were selected based on the three axis configurations that are achievable, which are Cube-shaped, U-shaped, Cuboid-shaped and Chain-shaped.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1.** All the Number of Joints for the Robot being Access in Python Coding.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.** All the Number of Joints for the Robot being Access in Python Coding.

**IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Discussion and interpretation based on the experimentation result are discussed in this sub-topic. The configurations propagate by the robot need to be discussed to have a better understanding on the capability of the Dtto modular robot to propagate multiple configurations.

It is believe that the main configuration for the Dtto robot propagation is the snake-like motion that has been discussed in Section 2. Dtto modular robot does not have specific item that give it mobile capabilities such as wheels. That is why snake-like motion is one of the configurations that is necessary to give Dtto modular robot an ability to move. This configuration
is chosen because it is suitable to be implemented to modular robot as it has similarity with snake type robot which is modularity that can be seen to snake robot for each of it segment. The other configuration possible with limited DOF is studied and all configurations are simulated by V-REP software.

To propagate multiple configurations for the robot, the approach as in Flowchart of Fig. 1 was followed to show that the robot is able to propagate multiple configurations with 3 modules of Dtto robot where one module only have 2 DOF.

Fig. 3(b) shows that to have 3 axis configuration (X, Y, and Z), one or more of the modular robot have to be in different position compare to the one in Fig. 3(a) whereas the modular robots is in same position attachment, it only have 2 axis configuration (X and Z). By having an ability to propagate configuration by 3 axis, it gives more possible configuration for the modular robots to propagate.

The first configuration being studied for Dtto modular robot is the ability to propagate a snake-like motion. At first, the robot will be studied as the robot has the same position attachment with 2 axis configuration as in Fig. 3(a). The robot orientation will be as Fig. 4 which at X and Z axis (Left) and X and Y axis (Right). Fig. 4 also shows the Axis-Time graph that shows the motion created for the robot. Axis-Time graph will be used to analyze the movement of the robot during its propagation in term of axis respected to simulation time. Based on the Equation (5), for the first configurations, the snake-like motion equation that being coded in Python language is as Equation (6) and (7) where maleMotor and femaleMotor is actually being specify for robot’s joint.

\[
\text{maleMotor}[i] = \left( A_{v[1]}(1-s) \right) \sin \left( t \left( v_{11}(1-s) \right) \right) + i \left( P_{v[1]}(1-s) \right)
\]  
\text{femaleMotor}[i] = \left( A_{v[2]}(1-s) \right) \cos \left( t \left( v_{11}(1-s) \right) \right) + i \left( P_{v[2]}(1-s) \right)
\]

From Fig. 4 the modular robot at X-Z axis orientation create a caterpillar type motion and from the Axis-Time graph it shows that there is increasing value of the X-axis data. It means that, this configuration creates a propelled motion that move the 3 modular robot as one towards X-axis direction (propagate forward). For the modular robot at X-Y axis orientation, it creates a snake-like motion by sending a value of Sine and Cosine to the robot. We can see from the Axis-Time graph that the snake-like motion create a wave like graph that known as a serpenoid curve based on values of angles. However, for the modular robot at X-Y axis orientation, the graph shows unnoticeable changes for X-axis and Y-axis data. The simulation resulting as in Fig. 4(b), the motion of the robot for X axis is forward and reverse in serpenoid motion without propagate forward or backward. The motion for Y-axis is left and right in serpenoid motion, without propagating to left or right. Hence, this orientation is not suitable because we need at least one configuration that gives movement to the robot. However, even though the configuration as Fig. 4(a) gives the movement ability to the robot, it only propagates by 2 axis of configuration which limits the number of configuration that is able to be made. That is why we choose to have the modular robots in attachment position as Fig. 3(b) so that the snake-like motion can be achieved with 3 axis configuration of the robot which give more possibilities for multiple configurations.

For simulating multiple configurations, as mentioned before, the first configuration simulated is the snake-like motion but with the orientation of modular robots as in Fig. 3(b). The simulation result can be seen in Fig. 5.
Based on Fig. 5, it can be seen that the robot is able to move towards right direction (Y-axis) and propagate backwards (X-axis) simultaneously which is proving that at this orientation, this configuration provides locomotion to the DttO modular robot can be achieved. Based on the Axis-time graph in Fig. 5(b), there are changes for X-axis data (downward direction) of the Sine and Cosine wave which means this configuration create a propelled motion that move the 3 modular robots as one towards X-axis direction but propagate backward. There are also changes for the Y-axis data and there is no change in Axis-time graph for Z-axis data which shows that the propagation of the robot for this orientation is at X-axis and Y-axis just as mentioned and shown in Fig. 5(a). Hence, it means that there is movement that the robot produces and it shows that this configuration is suitable for the purpose of robot locomotion. It is not necessary for the robot to propagate snake-like motion first, but we decided to have one propagation for robot mobility. The snake-like motion was studied first because it is complicated compared to other predetermined configurations that we decided. We decided for snake-like motion because it has similarity with normal snake robot (modular with redundant segment).

Then, the other propagation was simulated as we want to know whether the multiple configurations can be achieved with this configuration or not. As mentioned before, the other configurations being propagate are Cube-shaped, U-shaped, Cuboid-shaped and Chain-shaped. Fig. 6 shows that the other 4 predetermined configurations are able to be simulated which show that DttO modular robot is able to propagate multiple configurations. The configuration as in Fig. 6 is being propagated in V-REP software by manipulating the equation coded as Equation (6) and (7). For configuration as Fig. 6(a), the value for maleMotor and femaleMotor is based on Sine value only. The propagation created is based on the Equation (8) and (9) that being coded in Python.

\[
\text{maleMotor}[i] = (A_{V[1i]}) \sin \left( t(v_{1i}) + (P_{V[1i]}) \right) \\
\text{femaleMotor}[i] = (A_{V[2i]}) \sin \left( t(v_{1i}) + (P_{V[2i]}) \right)
\]

(8)  
(9)

Then the configuration as in Fig. 6(b) being developed for DttO robot to propagate by having Sin and Cosine value for first femaleMotor and maleMotor, respectively for 1st robot module. The 2nd robot module have been specified with exactly 0 value for both maleMotor and femaleMotor and finally, the 3rd robot module be being specify with Cosine and Sine value for femaleMotor and maleMotor, respectively.

\[
\text{maleMotor}[0] = (A_{V[11]}) \sin \left( 0(v_{11}) + (P_{V[11]}) \right) \\
\text{femaleMotor}[0] = (A_{V[11]}) \cos \left( t(v_{11}) + (P_{V[11]}) \right) \\
\text{maleMotor}[2] = (A_{V[11]}) \sin \left( t(v_{11}) + (P_{V[11]}) \right) \\
\text{femaleMotor}[2] = (A_{V[11]}) \cos \left( 0(v_{11}) + (P_{V[11]}) \right)
\]

(10)  
(11)  
(12)  
(13)

The 4th configuration being developed by coded equation in which the value of Sine is being specified for femaleMotor of the 1st robot module and for maleMotor of the 3rd robot module as in Equation (14) and (15).

\[
\text{maleMotor}[0] = \text{femaleMotor}[1] = \text{maleMotor}[1] = \text{femaleMotor}[2] = (A_{V[1i]}) \cos \left( 0(v_{1i}) \right) + (P_{V[1i]}) \\
\text{femaleMotor}[0] = \text{maleMotor}[2] = (A_{V[1i]}) + A_{V[2i]} \sin \left( t(v_{1i} + v_{2i} + (P_{V[2i]}) \right)
\]

(14)  
(15)

Last but not least, the 5th configurations able to be propagating by specify the value 0 for femaleMotor of first module robot, maleMotor of third robot module. The Sine value being specify for maleMotor of first robot module and femaleMotor for third robot module. This propagation is being done as the Equation (16) being coded into Python language.

\[
\text{maleMotor}[0] = \text{femaleMotor}[2] = (A_{V[1i]}) \sin \left( 0(v_{1i}) \right) + (P_{V[1i]})
\]

(16)

All other configurations besides Serpentinoid configuration that being simulated by Python in V-REP simulation environment in this experiment can be seen as in Fig. 6.
Based on Fig. 6, it shows that DTTO modular robot able to propagate multiple configurations in state of orientation as in Fig. 3(b). As the axis-time graph in Fig. 6, it shows that there are movement for the robot to propagate its own configuration and the movement stop as shown in the graph where the axis data value is keep constant which shown the robot movement for propagation stop after it achieved the desired propagation shape.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study is conducted to ensure that the Dtto modular robot is able to propagate multiple configurations and will provide significant information for future research work. The simulation created is maintained by while-loop in Python coding so the robot is able to propagate multiple configurations without reprogram. Due to the robot limitation where Dtto only have 2 DOF, with multiple number of module robot, it is necessary to establish possible position attachment, and by establish orientation of 3 axis configuration for the robots, it will establish more propagation of different configurations and locomotion for the modular robot.
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